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BUILDING A PICTURE OF WHAT CHILDREN CAN DO

Introduction
The statutory requirements for the assessment
of children at the end of key stage 1 will change
in 2005 following a successful trial of new
arrangements in 2004. This booklet, and the
associated video, have been produced to help
teachers understand the new arrangements and
to model their use with children working at a
range of levels for reading, writing and
mathematics. A related CD-ROM will be
distributed to all schools in January.
Increased flexibility
In making the changes to the assessment
arrangements, a key aim has been to
emphasise the importance of teachers’ own
assessment of children’s progress throughout
the key stage. Teachers are continually
updating their view of what children know and
understand in order to plan for future teaching
and learning. Within this context, national
curriculum tasks and tests for key stage 1 will
help teachers arrive at a final teacher
assessment for each child in reading, writing
and mathematics at the end of year 2, or can
be used within the year to check progress
made so far. The new arrangements allow for
flexibility both in terms of which tests and tasks
to use and when to use them to suit the needs
of an individual child.
Workload
Throughout the trials of these arrangements,
possible effects on teacher workload were
carefully monitored. Teachers in the trial
schools reported that time spent on assessment
activities under the new arrangements directly
benefited teaching and learning and many
recognised the potential for reducing the
workload associated with assessment at the

end of the key stage. In implementing the new
arrangements, schools and LEAs need to be
aware that there should be no need to establish
any elaborate new recording procedures; all
assessment procedures should comply with the
principles of the workload agreement.
Arrangements for providing time out of the
classroom for teachers to undertake end of key
stage assessment activities, eg marking,
training and moderation, are expected to
continue as before. Headteachers will be aware
that general school budgets include an
element to cover these activities.
Using these materials
This booklet and the associated video and
CD-ROM are intended for use within training
sessions or as part of whole-school
development activities. While they have been
written to meet the immediate needs of year 2
teachers and others involved in end of key
stage 1 assessments in 2005, the descriptions of
children’s work at particular levels and advice
about using evidence to support teacher
assessment may be useful for teachers working
in other year groups in primary schools.
Guidance not prescription
These materials set out neither to prescribe a
single model that should be used in all schools
and LEAs, nor to provide a comprehensive view
of all approaches to assessment within the
national curriculum. Throughout the text there are
references to other useful sources of information
produced by the DfES, primary national strategy
and QCA. The guidance offered here should be
read in conjunction with the Assessment and
reporting arrangements booklet which sets out
statutory requirements for schools.

TEACHER ASSESSMENT IN KEY STAGE 1
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Teacher assessment in
key stage 1

Teachers will be continually carrying out their own
assessment of what children know and can do
throughout key stage 1. During year 2, as children
approach the end of the key stage, teachers will
need to arrive at a final teacher assessment for
each child. The process is summarised below:
• Build up a picture of what each child can do
through everyday teaching and learning.
• Use tasks or tests in reading, writing and
mathematics to add to this picture.
• Make an end of key stage level judgement
based upon the wealth of knowledge teachers
have and the outcome of tasks and tests.
• Participate in LEA moderation processes to
ensure consistent standards.
• Record an end of key stage teacher
assessment for each child and share with
parents and year 3 teachers.

In order to make their final teacher assessment
judgement, teachers are required to use at
least one test or task appropriate for the child,
unless there are exceptional circumstances
which make tests/tasks inaccessible. The final
judgement must take into account the
outcome of the test or task. If the level
obtained from the test is different to the level
assigned by the teacher on the basis of work
throughout the year, then the teacher must use
his/her professional judgement to decide
which level best represents the overall
attainment of the child at the end of the key
stage and record this level as the final teacher
assessment.
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Building a picture of
what children can do

The new approach to end of key stage 1
assessment recognises that a teacher’s
knowledge of a child’s attainment built up over
time, from a range of sources, and the test and
task outcomes, will together provide a sound
and reliable judgement of attainment.
The new arrangements do not require any new
procedures or systems for teachers to use when
carrying out their own assessments within the
classroom. In particular, there is no
expectation that teachers should assemble
portfolios of work or devise complex
recording systems.
Sound existing practices established for
monitoring the progress made by children to
inform teaching and learning will yield all the
evidence required by teachers to help them in
coming to a secure final judgement of national
curriculum level at the end of key stage 1. The
new assessment arrangements build on current
best practice in assessment for learning.
This section summarises some characteristics of

effective ways to build a picture of what children
can do which will already be familiar to
experienced teachers. We hope that these will
be useful to teachers new to key stage 1 or to
schools reviewing assessment practice in their
school. Only brief outlines are given, but
references to a range of relevant resources are
provided.
How do teachers find out what children can do?
Much of what teachers know about children’s
attainment is ‘in their head’; teachers gather
information about children from day-to-day
interactions as they become aware of a child’s
strengths and areas for development using a
range of different sources of information.
Teachers are continually making their own
assessments of children; this is implicit in
routine classroom activity. It is also important to
be systematic in ensuring that opportunities for
assessment are identified and included in
planning, distinguishing between those that are
formal and others that are less so. Some
assessments will need to be recorded and
others will not.

BUILDING A PICTURE OF WHAT CHILDREN CAN DO

Generally:
• Assessments need to take account of whole
school assessment and marking policies.
• Assessment procedures must be
manageable; their purpose is to inform
teaching and learning.
• Assessment should reflect individual, cultural
and linguistic diversity.
• Assessments should provide opportunities
for children to be assessed in supportive
contexts, to determine what they are capable
of doing with assistance as well as what they
can do independently.
It is important to distinguish three types of
contexts in which assessment information can
be gathered:
• Activities that have been specifically set up to
teach aspects of reading, writing or
mathematics where the criteria for success are
clear and have been shared with the children.
In these circumstances any notes made of the
outcome would be against the criteria.
• Activities which include substantial listening
or questioning related to English,
mathematics or other curriculum areas.
These could include group work within
regular literacy or numeracy sessions. The
type of questioning used is important.
Asking open-ended questions which mean
that children can reply at some length and
allowing wait time for the children to think
about what they want to say will lead to a
‘conversation’ which engages children and
can help teachers to find out:
– what the child knows and understands
– what the child can do
– what specific misconceptions they may
have.
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In the case of children learning English as an
additional language, teachers may need to
allow additional time for children to mentally
rehearse and formulate their responses.
Such questions can also prompt children to
be aware of the next steps in their learning.
Examples of the effective use of questioning
can be seen in the Using assess and review
lessons materials for mathematics produced
by the primary national strategy.
• Moments when what an individual child does
can be recognised as excellent or significant.
Building assessment into curriculum planning

Using objectives for whole-class monitoring
The planned teaching objectives for the whole
class can often be used to review the
achievements of most of the children in the
class. Annotating short-term plans with post it
notes or other simple means is a clear way to
monitor children’s learning, either as a group or
to record any particular notable achievements
or difficulties. These assessment records can
then be used to adjust planning for the next
period. Examples of such annotated plans are
shown in the diagrams on page 7.
Teachers are not expected to continually focus
on individual assessment
Group task focus is a more realistic way to gain
knowledge about children’s skills and
understanding and systematic coverage can be
assured by focusing on a different group of
children each week. The annotated plans on
page 7 show that the emphasis is on
monitoring the progress of the groups to
inform future teaching plans; the teacher then
notes any instances of individual achievement
beyond or below that of the group.
Reviewing targets and self-assessment
The setting of targets for individuals and
groups and the regular review of these targets
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provide another potential source of evidence of
attainment. Simple notes made on the
outcomes of these discussions, including any
records of a child’s own assessment of their
knowledge and understanding which are made
to inform future learning objectives, will
contribute to the developing picture of
attainment and progress over time.

Feedback and marking
High quality marking of children’s work when
appropriate feedback is given to them, either
written or oral, is recognised as making a
powerful contribution to their learning. The
process of marking and feedback, carried out
as part of normal classroom practice, provides
another opportunity to add to the overall view
of attainment. Mark book comments or notes
made on the child’s work book will provide
evidence for teachers to refer to when forming
level judgements. The QCA publication
Marking: Making a difference is a helpful source
of advice about getting the most out of
marking.
Support from colleagues
Other adults working with the children are an
important source of information. Teaching
assistants will be able to provide an insight from
their work with individuals or groups. This will be
particularly effective where teachers and teaching

assistants have dedicated, regular time for
feedback and to discuss future assessment
opportunities. Bilingual teaching assistants may
be able to provide opportunities to demonstrate
what children can do using their first language. It
is especially important to share assessment
information where children work regularly with
teachers other than their class teacher, eg children
learning English as an additional language or
children with special educational needs.

Whole-school approach
Teacher assessment is an ongoing process. For
most schools, end of key stage assessments are
just one part of an approach to the continuous
monitoring of children’s learning. Agreed
procedures within schools will promote
consistent approaches to assessment across
year groups. Many schools will already have in
place established systems for recording
attainment and these are likely to include all the
information necessary to support sound teacher
assessment judgements throughout key stage 1.
A range of sources of information about
effective planning and assessment for learning
exist. In particular, schools might wish to refer
to professional development materials
produced by the primary national strategy –
Excellence and Enjoyment: learning and
teaching in the primary years.

BUILDING A PICTURE OF WHAT CHILDREN CAN DO
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Using tasks and tests
Full details of all statutory requirements in
relation to key stage 1 assessment are set out
in the Assessment and reporting
arrangements booklet distributed to all
schools.
Teachers are required to report a teacher
assessment for speaking and listening, reading,
writing, mathematics and science for each
eligible child at the end of key stage 1.
For reading, writing and mathematics the final
teacher assessment is based on the work of
each child and is informed by the outcomes of
the national curriculum tasks and tests
administered and marked by teachers. In these
areas the levels reported are W, 1, 2C, 2B, 2A,
3, A, D. For speaking and listening and science
the teacher assessment is based solely on the
work of each child and is reported as level W, 1,
2, 3, A, D.
Under the new assessment arrangements from
2005 onwards, the role of national curriculum tasks
and tests is to support teachers in making their
final judgement of teacher assessment in reading,
writing and mathematics at the end of key stage 1.
Evidence from the outcomes of the tasks and tests
can be used to inform teachers’ own assessments
of progress within year 2. The tasks and tests will
also contribute to the final teacher assessment at
the end of the key stage, helping to ensure that
this represents a full and accurate picture for all
children. Teachers are required to use sufficient
tasks and tests for them to be confident that their
final judgement is secure. Generally, it is
anticipated that fewer tests and tasks will be used
overall under the new arrangements and that
schools are best placed to determine exactly
which task or test should be used.
A wider range of tasks and tests can now be
used more flexibly to inform teacher
judgements. In 2005 teachers will have available
the 2004 and 2005 tasks and tests to use at any
time during the year. Tasks will be delivered to

schools in December and tests in January.
When carrying out an assessment,
combinations of tasks and tests from different
years may be used except in the case of writing
where the shorter and longer tasks used must
be from the same year because they represent
a pair of contrasting text types, eg a narrative
piece and an information leaflet. The spelling
test from either year may be used in
combination with these writing tasks.
Teachers will need to decide how best to use
tasks and tests with individual children
according to their needs and taking account of
what is already known about the level they are
working at. It is also important that teachers use
the tests to check that their expectations are
not placing a false limitation on what children
can achieve. The table on the next page shows
task and test administration for children at the
appropriate national curriculum level.
In some cases the outcome of a task or test for
an individual will be a different level from the
teacher assessment of their work throughout
the year. This does not mean that the original
teacher judgement was wrong but it may
prompt teachers to reconsider what they know
about an individual child. Sometimes a child
may perform particularly well or particularly
badly in a test situation. A child who makes
limited oral contributions in group or
whole-class work may be able to demonstrate
what they know better when working
independently in a test. Children should always
be given the opportunity to achieve the best
possible outcomes from assessment. This is
particularly important in the case of children for
whom English is an additional language when
use of appropriate special arrangements can
enable them to access a test and demonstrate
their ability in mathematics for example.
Where there is uncertainty about the level a
child is working at or if it has not been possible

USING TASKS AND TESTS

Subject area

Teacher judgement of
current level based on
work during key stage 1

Use of tasks and tests

Reading, writing and Working towards level 1
mathematics

The use of a task is optional.

Reading

At level 1

Use a level 1 reading task. If the child does
well, consider letting them attempt a level 2
task.

At level 2

Use a level 2 reading task or a level 2 reading
test. If the child does well, consider letting
them attempt a level 3 reading test.

At level 3

Use a level 3 reading test. If level 3 is not
achieved there is no need to use a level 2 task
or test.

Writing
(includes spelling)

Levels 1–3

Use the longer and shorter writing task from
the same year and the spelling test from
either year.

Mathematics

At level 1

Use a level 1 task from a bank of previous
tasks.

At level 2

Use a level 2 test. If the child does well,
consider letting them attempt a level 3 test.

At level 3

Use a level 3 test. If the child does not achieve
level 3, there is no need to use a level 2 test.

to find sufficient evidence of achievement (for
example, if a child is new to the school) then
task and test outcomes can be very helpful in
arriving at a sound judgement for the teacher
assessment at the end of the key stage.
The final teacher judgement should take
account of task and test results but will not be
completely dependent on them. If there is
sound evidence from a child’s work throughout
the year that their attainment is at a level
different to the outcome of the tasks or tests
used, then the final level reported should
reflect all the evidence available to the teacher.
If the tests and tasks are to provide reliable
outcomes to inform teacher judgements, then
all schools must follow the instructions for
administering each test/task carefully. The
requirements for modification and special
arrangements set out in the Assessment and
reporting arrangements booklet must be
observed conscientiously.
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Under the new arrangements ‘disapplication’
only relates to the very few children for whom
teacher assessments cannot be made. For
children working at the level of the tasks and
tests but unable to access them, teachers
should follow the notification procedures as set
out in the Assessment and reporting
arrangements booklet and then record a final
teacher assessment judgement based solely on
their work throughout the year.
P scales
P scales should be applied to children at ‘W’
who have been identified as having special
educational needs. P scales should not be
applied to recently arrived children and/or
those new to English unless it has been
established that a special educational need (as
set out in paragraphs 6.14–6.16 of the SEN
Code of Practice) is likely to be the sole reason
for performance below the expected level.
Children learning EAL and working towards
level 1 should continue to be recorded as ‘W’.
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Using evidence to make
a level judgement

Level judgements will be arrived at by taking
into account strengths and weaknesses in
performance across a range of contexts and
over a period of time, rather than focusing on a
single piece of work. This judgement will also
take into account the outcome of any tasks and
tests used. This section describes the process
of making a level judgement based on evidence
gathered from everyday classroom activities.
Included here are some descriptions of teacher

assessment judgements made about some of
the children portrayed in the associated video.
These judgements are illustrated with examples
of the children’s work where appropriate. These
written summaries have been produced only as
an illustration of the ‘thinking’ behind the
judgement. No teacher is expected to produce
any such summary as an additional part of his
or her assessment practice. The CD-ROM has
further examples, covering levels 1–3 for
reading, writing and mathematics.

USING EVIDENCE TO MAKE A LEVEL JUDGEMENT

READING
The approach suggested to making a
judgement about reading is based on some key
questions to give teachers insight into the
knowledge, understanding and skills the
children have shown in their day to day work.
These key questions are grouped around the
assessment focuses (AFs) which will already be
familiar to teachers from the mark schemes for
the tasks and tests. Associating these questions
to the assessment focuses will help to identify
and track the development of the specific skills
on which reading depends and will inform
future learning as well as providing an insight
into progress made so far.
With increasing competence, the importance of
the different aspects of reading will vary. For
example, children in the early stages of
developing their reading will be concentrating
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on the most basic skill of decoding for meaning
(AF1). Over time their ability to demonstrate
understanding of ideas or to interpret
information (AF2 and AF3) will develop. At key
stage 1 core evidence for making a level
judgement will come from skills related to AF1,
AF2 and AF3. Questions which look at aspects
of the other assessment focuses will help to
identify performance at the higher range of
ability. This is particularly relevant for EAL
children, where a plateau can be reached in
AF2.
The table on pages 12–13 shows the link
between key questions and the assessment
focuses and suggests where teachers might
find evidence to help them answer the
questions for an individual child. Where
teachers are doing guided reading using the
book bands, then their ongoing reading record
should provide all the necessary information.

AF2
Understand, describe,
select or retrieve
information, events or
ideas from texts and
use quotation and
reference to text

AF3
Deduce, infer or
interpret information,
events or ideas from
texts

Group work using techniques such as jigsaw, snowball, to
identify main ideas.
Children prepare Why and How questions to ask one another.
Drama activities such as re-enacting a story (with props if early
EAL)
Oral work in shared or guided reading, eg retelling.
Talking about different illustrators’ work.
Please note that, in the video, Emily (working at level 2A) is
shown taking part in a paired reading activity with Ruby
(working at level 2B), not guided reading.
Oral work: finish story or tell next episode.
Work in drama: freeze frame, tableau based on key moments
in text.
Children draft a set of questions and possible outcomes.
Independent work in a book journal.
Use of a tabular format to draw together information from
different parts of the text, discuss in guided reading.
Make a list of items and order in importance; justify order
according to text. A suitable shared/guided reading activity.
Contribute suggestions to a ‘role on the wall’ activity eg ‘What
do we know about the troll in the 3 BGG’?
Empathetic writing activities eg ‘The ugly sisters’ secret diary’

Can the child:
• recall the main ideas of a story or information text?
• identify how characters behave, eg repeated actions and
sayings?
• connect words and illustrations, eg what additional information
does the illustration add?
• say what they have found out by reading the book?
• retrieve relevant details from different paragraphs or sections
of the text?

Can the child:
• use knowledge of a story so far to make predictions about
what will happen next?
• connect information together to draw out implied meanings?
• distinguish between more and less important items of
information?
• use clues from what characters do and say to explain their
motives?

AF1
Use a range of
strategies, including
accurate decoding of
text, to read for
meaning

Children prepare passages to read aloud or perform for
others. Independent reading within guided reading, listening
to children read, running records.

Can the child gain meaning from texts by:
• reading words on sight, eg familiar common words, some
content words?
• making use of phonic strategies, eg consonant blends, word
initial/word final; long vowels; polysyllabic words?
• using sentence and whole text knowledge, eg by selfcorrecting, substituting words that make grammatical or
contextual sense?
• showing awareness of punctuation marks in reading, eg
pausing at full stops?

Relates to assessment
focus

Suggested context for assessment

Questions to consider

Key questions when assessing reading
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AF4
Identify and comment
on the structure and
organisation of texts,
including grammatical
and presentational
features at text level

AF5
Explain and comment
on writers’ use of
language, including
grammatical and literary
features at word and
sentence level
AF6
Identify and comment
on writers’ purposes
and viewpoints, and
the overall effect of the
text on the reader

AF7
Relate texts to their
social, cultural and
historical contexts and
literary traditions

Use class or school library to find out specific information.
Choose a favourite information book and explain what makes
its layout helpful for reader.
Discussion of how a poem is structured to maximise meaning
(verse divisions, rhyme, rhythm).
Talk about how a story opens and ends, and how characters
develop during the events.
Direct observation of conventions in use, eg as part of an
introduction to guided reading.
Use of charts, graphs and maps to identify separate ideas,
sections or places or to find the links between them.
Identification of and reference to captions, labels, subheadings
and diagrams.
ICT context – using interactive whiteboard – moving
backwards and forwards with different types of text.
Read poetry aloud, listen to readings, talk about different effects.
Link poetry to music and/or visual images. Talk about impact.
Guided reading activity based around cloze procedure, focusing
on possible choices and comparing with author’s choices.
Links to speaking and listening materials such as conscience
alley, drama sculpture.
Experiment with rearranging elements in sentences; try out
different ways of expressing same meanings.
Paired work/talk partners discuss different books. Find a
reason to encourage partner to read same one.
Compare texts in different subject areas. Talk about usefulness
of content and ideas.
Children note/talk about impressions as they read, reflect on this
at the end. Use of book journal and structured prompts to guide.
Make taped book reviews or video one another in book review
interviews.
Talk about typical characters in story books, animals
contrasted/compared with humans.
Identify how some authors use the same characters and
settings in different books.
Compare information carried by text and pictures.
Discuss features of different text types. Find egs in text and
reflect upon them. Link text to similar texts by listing features
which are same or different.
Compare and contrast video and book version of text.
Involve children in creating success criteria for reviewing whole texts.

Can the child:
• make use of book conventions and organisational devices to
focus their reading, eg index, glossary?
• trace how ideas link and how a writer signals changes and
connections?
• participate in group discussion of how to find information on
screen?

Can the child:
• comment on the effect of specific words and how they convey
meaning, eg ideas, characters, atmosphere?
• discuss language patterns and how they contribute to the
meaning, eg refrains, rhymes or repetition?

Can the child:
• respond to the text overall and say what they liked/disliked
about it?
• identify the main purpose of a text, using evidence from what
they have read?

Can the child:
• identify traditional characters and settings in fiction?
• relate the text to others, eg by a similar type, by the same
author, in a series?

Relates to assessment
focus

Suggested context for assessment

Questions to consider

USING EVIDENCE TO MAKE A LEVEL JUDGEMENT
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Jordan’s reading (overall level 2B)
Jordan is a very enthusiastic reader who really
enjoys talking about what he has read. These
talks, usually with his teacher, show that he
can recount the stories he reads accurately.
His reading diary shows that he does not
regularly have the opportunity to read at
home with an adult. Jordan visits the school
library frequently to select his own books. He
particularly likes information texts and enjoys
a range of magazines and comics.
Knowing that Jordan is able to use a good
range of strategies (AF1) to help him in
accessing texts and that he can recall key
events in a story (AF2), his teacher thought it
was important to establish whether Jordan is
now developing skills of inference and
deduction (AF3). She selected the text Jessica
Strange by Malorie Blackman as this would
provide an opportunity to talk about the
behaviour and feelings of a range of characters.
Hearing Jordan read aloud as part of the
independent section of the guided reading
session gave clear evidence of his ability to use
a range of strategies to read for meaning. He
segmented ‘different’ into its constituent
syllables, before reading it accurately and
self-corrected ‘thorough’ to ‘through’. He read
a significant section of text with no errors and
with appropriate expression (AF1).
His teacher also used questions in the ‘return to
the text’ section of the guided reading
sequence to probe his understanding of what
he had read. He showed a good recall of the
sequence of the text, and was able to explain
why the other animals could not help Jessica
the kitten, drawing on both the text and the
illustrations to support his argument, eg ‘the
horse was too busy looking after the baby
horse’ (AF2). He explained that Jessica was

‘getting sadder and sadder’. All his responses
suggested a sound level 2 attainment.
Discussing the end of the book, Jordan
demonstrated a further level of understanding
which was less typical of his previous work and
which his teacher wants to probe further.
Looking carefully at the pages where the kitten
encountered the duck, he commented that the
duck sounded very wise, ‘she was listening to
Jessica’ (AF3). He provided a considered gloss
on duck’s words to Jessica, making an
appropriate inference, ‘it counts what you are
on the inside, not the outside,’ and drew out
the implied meaning of the story in a succinct
summary, ‘she’d been all around the farm and
found her answer at last.’ Such answers suggest
attainment is secure in level 2.

Next steps
Following this chance to review Jordan’s
progress as a reader, his teacher wants to give
him more opportunities to read texts which are
not so heavily reliant on illustrations. She is
planning to start Jordan on reading a series of
chapter stories and to ask him to read one or
two chapters and then predict what might
happen in the rest of the story. This will
encourage him to work harder on texts without
pictures and to see how longer texts are
structured.

USING EVIDENCE TO MAKE A LEVEL JUDGEMENT

Jordan will continue to have an opportunity
to read with the teacher or teaching assistant
twice each week and the focus will be more
on encouraging Jordan to discuss what he
has read and to explore his awareness of
word meanings and figurative language,
rather than on his ability to decode for
meaning. In particular, his teacher will be
looking to consolidate his ability to retrieve
information from the non-narrative texts
which Jordan enjoys. A class technology
project due to start soon may offer some

WRITING
To help in making a judgement, an approach
based upon key questions which teachers
might have in mind when reviewing children’s
writing is suggested. The questions have been
grouped to reflect particular aspects of writing
described by the familiar assessment focuses
which are also used in the mark schemes for the
assessment tasks and tests.
For writing, the groups of questions are
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good opportunities for him to develop this
skill further.

Summary
Jordan is able to show understanding and
response to fictional narratives with
illustrations that help the reader by carrying
some of the story line. With the teacher’s
prompting he can answer questions that yield
evidence for AF3 but he is not yet able to
deduce and infer meaning on his own in a
written context.

ordered so that the earlier ones look at the
most basic features of performance in the
particular aspect of writing and the later ones
are looking for evidence of more advanced
development in each aspect. This means that
the earlier questions in each group will be of
most help when making a judgement around
level 1. There is likely to be variation in the
level of achievement for each child in different
areas and the overall judgement across the
different assessment focuses will be one of
best fit.

Questions to consider

Sentence structure
Does the child’s writing:
• include grammatically accurate statements,
questions and exclamations?
• use simple and compound sentences to make
meaning clear?
• connect ideas together to explain and give more
detail, eg using because, so, if, when?
• expand and adapt elements of sentence structure
to gain more precise meaning, eg lengthening
noun phrases, varying verbs, developing adverbial
phrases?

• structure information in ways appropriate to task,
eg chronology for narratives, list for instructions,
key points for descriptions?
• include what the reader needs to know to
understand the text, eg provision of appropriate
information, naming and introducing characters?

• link the main ideas in a text?

Composition and effect
Does the child’s writing:
• communicate meaning on a topic or idea to an
outside reader?

Key questions when assessing writing (evidence for achievement in writing can be found across the whole curriculum)

AF3
Organise and present whole
texts effectively, sequencing
and structuring information,
events and ideas

AF2
Produce texts which are
appropriate to task, reader
and purpose

Discussion in guided writing on how to draft a particular
idea, followed by child reading aloud own version.
Response partners/shared writing/modelling/guided
AF5
writing focused on improving specific piece of work.
Vary sentences for clarity,
Review samples of writing for range and variety of
purpose and effect
sentence structure.
Ask for explanation of effect of simple and compound
sentences.

Talking to the teacher about the text, eg likes and
dislikes in own writing.
Pair work, eg response partners.
Ongoing evidence from child revising work to get more
linkage, eg in guided writing.
In shared or guided writing – children talking about why
text is structured in a certain way and about how they
do/did it in own writing. Evidence over time.
Independent writing following guided work or work with
response partner – improving work to take account of
comments.

AF1
Write imaginative, interesting
and thoughtful texts

Relates to assessment focus

BUILDING A PICTURE OF WHAT CHILDREN CAN DO

Suggested context for assessment
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• use a range of vocabulary to engage interest and
convey meaning precisely and imaginatively?

• apply knowledge of word structure to spell
unfamiliar polysyllabic words?

AF8
Use correct spelling

AF6
Write with technical accuracy
of syntax and punctuation in
phrases, clauses and
sentences

Relates to assessment focus

Look across a range of different writing tasks for use of
AF7
varied and imaginative language. Note ability to vary
nouns, verbs and adverbs, as well as adjectives.
Select appropriate and
Cloze procedure in shared or guided writing to focus on effective vocabulary
vocabulary choices. Look for justification. Follow
through into independent writing.

Look across opening lines of several pieces of work.
Shared writing – using white boards to have a go at
spelling words.
Review child’s response to advice in corrections.

Review success in different kinds of writing, eg story
writing, procedures, recounts.
Discuss children’s understanding of role of full stops
and capital letters, as well as question and exclamation
marks.
Ask for explanations of use of commas in own writing.

Punctuation
Does the child’s writing:
• show understanding of how full stops are used to
demarcate units of sense?
• include capital letters and full stops to mark
beginnings and ends of sentences in different
types of tasks?
• use question and exclamation marks to demarcate
different types of sentences?
• use punctuation within the sentence, eg commas in
lists?

Spelling and vocabulary
Does the child’s writing:
• draw on knowledge of phonemes and word
structure to work out how words are spelt?

Suggested context for assessment

Questions to consider

USING EVIDENCE TO MAKE A LEVEL JUDGEMENT
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Hannah’s writing (overall level 2A)

The picture of Hannah’s work built up by
successive teachers at her school shows her
Hannah’s writing in non-narrative forms shows
considerable development, in particular a piece
of instructional writing completed at the end of
the autumn term. This included a clear title and
list of requirements, a numbered list of
sequenced actions and an appropriate use of
time connectives; vocabulary chosen conveyed
meaning precisely, eg ‘then place them on a
clean plate’ (AF7). Instructional writing in the
spring term extended this further and included
appropriate use of adverbs to modify verbs. A
narrative completed early in the summer term
included a range of punctuation, including
speech marks and exclamation marks, but not
commas (AF6).
When formally observed as part of a guided
writing group, during the summer term of year
2, Hannah was able to talk about many of the
features she had used in her writing. She
showed a good understanding of the use of
time connectives, eg ‘first’, ‘finally’, to
sequence actions in the instructions, as well as
the importance of imperative verbs. She could
explain why the text should be set out in a
particular manner and added further detail
where she felt her meaning wasn’t sufficiently
clear (AF3). She responded to her teacher’s
prompts for areas for improvement by

making steady progress as a writer. When
she entered year 2 her writing already
showed aspects of attainment at level 2, for
example in the use of both simple and
compound sentences and the largely
accurate use of sentence punctuation. Her
written assessment pieces undertaken
throughout year 2 demonstrated phonically
plausible spelling attempts, eg ‘sters’ for
‘stairs’, and a gradual use of a wider range of
connectives to link ideas together in a
sentence and provide more detail,
eg ‘… because she was very very tierd.’
identifying the need for adverbs to make her
meaning more specific, and suggested that
some sentences were too long and therefore
‘hid’ the instruction. Working with a partner,
using a white board, she identified the need
for a comma after an adverbial phrase,
explaining that it would let the reader ‘take a
big breath before all the writing.’ This use of
commas had not previously appeared in
Hannah’s writing.
Hannah copes well when creating texts which
require short, well-defined pieces of writing.
Her teacher is now planning to develop her
skills in relation to making whole texts
interesting and imaginative.
Hannah’s work shows evidence of the use of a
variety of sentences. She organises her writing
well, particularly in non-narrative pieces. Her
use of punctuation is becoming more secure in
independent work and, with prompting from
her teacher, she can see ways to improve her
work in relation to both AF3 and AF6. She
understands that vocabulary choice can clarify
meaning and can select words for effect.
Although Hannah’s work is beginning to show
elements of level 3, at present her teacher
judges her to be working at level 2A.

USING EVIDENCE TO MAKE A LEVEL JUDGEMENT
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MATHEMATICS
In key stage 1, teachers make a level judgement
in each of the mathematics attainment targets
that relate to the key stage 1 programme of
study: Ma1, Using and applying mathematics;
Ma2, Number, including handling data; and
Ma3, Shape, space and measures. Teachers
arrive at judgements by taking into account
strengths and weaknesses in performance
across a range of contexts and over a period of
time, rather than focusing on single pieces of
work. A single piece of work may provide
partial evidence of attainment in one or two
aspects of mathematics. A range of information
about how a child works in various contexts will
provide a better basis for assessment.

For each attainment target, teachers make a
judgement about which level description best fits
a child’s performance. The description for a level
should be considered alongside descriptions for
adjacent levels. Having this information about
each attainment target, teachers then reach an
overall judgement for mathematics giving the
greatest weighting to the child’s level in Ma2,
Number. The child’s performance in Ma2,
Number accounts for more than half of their
overall performance in mathematics.
When teachers reach an overall level 2
judgement, they should then consider whether
the performance is just into level 2, securely at
level 2 or at the top end of level 2. This refines
the judgement into 2C, 2B or 2A.

Matthew’s mathematics (overall level 2C)
Using national curriculum level descriptions,
his teacher has judged that level 2 is the ‘best
fit’ description of Matthew’s attainment in
Using and applying mathematics, Number and
Shape, space and measures.

Using and applying mathematics
Matthew engages with problems posed by his
teacher. Asked to find possible totals using four
different postage stamps, he suggested
combinations and totals for the group record.
Matthew and others did not work in a
systematic way, although they began to when
they decided to list amounts that could be
made with one stamp. They did not develop
the idea by looking for all possible amounts
using two stamps. Matthew is beginning to
solve simple one-step problems presented in
written form but sometimes needs help to
break into a problem and decide on a strategy
for solving it.

With encouragement, Matthew can use pictorial
recording to help solve a problem. He used an
adult’s suggestion, for example, to represent the
people when he solved a problem about
sharing objects equally between them. Matthew
uses the symbols +, – and = appropriately and
is accurate in recording calculations. Given a
different model for recording a calculation, he
can use it consistently, eg
43 10 more

53

Numbers and the number system
Matthew is becoming familiar with the hundred
square as one representation of the number
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system. He can count aloud accurately up to
100, forwards and backwards. He can order a
random selection of numbers up to 100, eg 34,
65, 21, 43 and 98. He uses the hundred square
to add and subtract 1 or 10 from a 2-digit
number. Matthew is only just beginning to
understand place value and to partition
numbers into tens and ones. His teacher is
planning further experiences of representing
numbers with other materials and in other ways
to develop his understanding and support his
calculation skills.
Matthew can recognise and find 1⁄2 of shapes.
He is at an early stage of understanding odd and
even. He has tried putting numbers of linking
cubes into two equal towers and recorded them
as even or odd. He has coloured the pattern of
counting in twos on the hundred square.
Matthew does not necessarily make connections
between different activities, like these, that relate
to similar mathematical ideas.

Calculations
Matthew knows the number before and after a
given number, and can add and subtract 1 or 2
without counting. He can add and subtract other
small numbers mentally. For calculations such as
10 + 11 + 12, Matthew’s first strategy is to count
on in ones. He is generally accurate in his
counting. Matthew doubles numbers to 10 and
halves even numbers to 20. He knows doubles up
to double 5 but uses counting to double others
and to halve numbers. Matthew understands that
addition can be done in any order and is
beginning to use the strategy of starting with the
largest number. He knows that subtraction is a
way of undoing addition and vice versa.
Solving numerical problems
Matthew recognises coins, and can work out
the total of a small number of coins. Finding
the total of 20p, 2p, 2p and 1p, for instance, he
is able to count on in ones from the largest
value by saying two numbers for each 2p coin.
He can calculate change, eg the change from
30p when he spends 25p.
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Processing, representing and interpreting data
Matthew uses lists, simple tables and sorting
circles to record information.
Space, shape and measures
He uses the properties of 2-D and 3-D shapes,
describing them with some mathematical
vocabulary as well as everyday language, for
example curved, faces, corners and edges.
Matthew can sort 2-D and 3-D shapes according to
given criteria, and can suggest criteria such as ‘flat
faces’. He knows the names of common 2-D shapes
and 3-D shapes such as cube, cone and cylinder.
Matthew’s understanding of turning movements
and angles, including right angles, is limited.
Matthew estimates and measures using nonstandard units. He can give a reasonable estimate of
how wide the classroom is in strides, and count
accurately as he paces it out. He is familiar with units
such as centimetres and kilograms. He measures
objects with a ruler marked in centimetres and finds
things that weigh more or less than one kilogram. He
tells the time on the hour and half hour with an
analogue clock and he can draw the hands on a
clock face to show times on the hour accurately.

Summarising the 2C judgement.
The teacher judges that Matthew’s practical,
oral and written mathematics is best described
as working just within level 2. In number and
calculation,in order to be considered as
working more securely within level 2, the
teacher wants to see Matthew move on from
counting as his preferred strategy, to begin to
use known facts to derive new ones and to use
his growing awareness of place value. Although
Matthew often records information in lists, his
teacher feels he also needs to record in tables
and block graphs more confidently.
Matthew’s knowledge and understanding of 2-D
and 3-D shapes is secure at level 2, but his
understanding of position and movement is less
so. Although he has begun to use a centimetre
ruler he does not always place the ruler
accurately at the start point of the measurement.
Matthew needs more experience of measuring
for a purpose that requires him to think about
how careful and accurate he needs to be.
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• Chooses a small number for his target number
• Records a range of subtractions with a
difference of 1
• Uses subtraction to ‘undo’ an addition
• Knows adding 0 leaves the start number
unchanged
• Uses + – = appropriately

• Uses features of shapes, faces, corners, edges
• Counts faces, edges and corners accurately
• Records description of properties as a riddle

USING EVIDENCE TO MAKE A LEVEL JUDGEMENT

• Reflects a simple shape

• Counts cubes accurately
• Checks if number makes two equal towers
• Records ‘even’ and ‘not even’ numbers
correctly in sorting circles
• Sorts all numbers from 2 to 11 with some
repeats

• Beginning to use pattern to count on and
back in tens at the end of the activity
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THE MODERATION PROCESS
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The moderation process

Moderation is an integral part of the new
assessment arrangements ensuring that
standards of assessment are consistent among
teachers, schools and LEAs and that they are
maintained from year to year. It is not a process
for checking that every assessment made by
every teacher for every child is ‘correct’, rather
it is a means for LEAs to be confident that their
schools understand national standards and are
applying them consistently so that teacher
assessment will produce outcomes which are
fair to children and provide an accurate picture
of progress for parents.
LEAs have a duty to ensure that assessment
and reporting arrangements are administered
appropriately by their schools. They are
required to:
• offer schools general training and advice on
all aspects of assessment at key stage 1
• ensure that the moderation of the key stage 1
assessment arrangements is carried out as

specified in the Assessment and reporting
arrangements booklet, taking into account
the guidance given overleaf (which
represents the advice given to LEAs in the
Moderation arrangements booklet).
• ensure that schools have an appropriate
system to record and process the key stage 1
data using electronic means
• collect end of key stage 1 statutory
assessment results and submit them to DfES
in the required format
• ensure that schools are aware of the need to
store test and task materials responsibly.
Provided that these responsibilities are met,
each LEA is able to plan how moderation will
be organised in its area. This section sets out
some key features of successful moderation
systems from last year’s trial of the new
arrangements and includes two examples of
LEA moderation systems.
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Successful moderation systems will:

Notes

Ensure appropriate coverage of schools.

Moderation of 25% of schools in the first four
year cycle and then consider moderating some
schools less frequently if appropriate.

Have details agreed in advance with schools.

Prior consultation carried out with headteacher
groups/LEA working groups and teachers’
representatives.

Offer optional moderation support for schools
not included in moderation sample.

LEAs to offer cluster moderation or other meetings
to support the standardisation of judgements and
to help teachers to make their assessments.

Moderate/check understanding of standards by
talking to teachers and looking at classwork
during a school visit and/or moderation
meeting.

It may be appropriate to observe teachers
interacting with children. LEAs should consider
carefully whether it is appropriate to talk to
children individually during a moderation visit. If
this is done sensitively, it can be a useful way of
gaining information but moderators will want to
avoid discussions which seem as if they are
testing children in another way.

Offer each year 2 teacher an opportunity to
demonstrate their understanding of standards
by discussing a small number of individual
children and their work.

A maximum of three children in each class
should not normally be exceeded.

Check understanding of the expected standards Avoid overemphasis on one particular
by sampling from reading and writing and
assessment, eg by only looking at level 3 writing
mathematics from each school.
or by checking all level 3 writing awards.
Encourage schools to develop and maintain the This should provide a great opportunity for year 2
emphasis on teacher assessment throughout
teachers to share their expertise and get support
from others in their schools. This will have the
the school.
benefit of helping with foundation stage/key
stage 1 transition and (in most schools) give the
year 3 teacher(s) more confidence in year 2
results.
Make sure that children are being given
appropriate tasks and tests to inform teacher
assessment judgements.

Teachers should be prepared to discuss how they
reach their consolidated teacher judgements.
Moderators should not observe a test or focus on
the accuracy of test marking. LEAs are expected
to comply with the spirit of the new
arrangements so that test administration is
limited to those necessary to help teachers come
to a secure final judgement.

Provide schools with clear feedback as soon as
possible after moderation activity.

Ideally a brief written summary of feedback
should be left with the headteacher.

Allow for follow-up activity where there is
evidence of a lack of understanding of
standards.

It is the headteacher’s responsibility to act upon
feedback given by the moderator and adjust
assessments accordingly. LEAs and governing
bodies have a duty to ensure that the school
meets the requirements of the assessment and
reporting arrangements.

THE MODERATION PROCESS
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Successful moderation systems will:

Notes

Draw upon national agreed examples of
standards.

It is not necessary for LEAs to collect/create
LEA-specific exemplification materials.

Build in training and support for:
• teachers new to year 2 in assessment
procedures including administration of tests
and tasks
• experienced year 2 teachers in developing
understanding of expected standards
• teachers with sole responsibility for key
stage 1, especially in small schools.

Headteachers will be aware that general school
budgets include an element to cover these
activities.

Take account of the need to continuously
develop LEA knowledge and expertise in
assessment processes.

LEAs need to make sure that they work together
to develop processes and procedures.

Have suitably qualified and experienced staff
involved in the moderation process.

LEAs should consider making use of a range of
individuals including year 2 teachers and others
who have up-to-date experience of delivering
the national curriculum and national strategies
at key stage 1.
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MODERATION MODEL – EXAMPLE 1
(DORSET)
Team structure
• Lead moderator – recently retired
headteacher
• Moderation team – four practising year 2
teachers, plus one experienced year 2
teacher now working in year 1
• Team appointed by LEA panel including two
headteachers

Moderator training
Team trained in:
• process of teacher assessment
• arrangements for the moderation process
• agreement trialling.

The moderation process
• Agreement trialling sessions
• Consensus moderation meetings
• Moderation visits

• Small groups work through the examples to
confirm the level judgments.
• Some year 3 teachers attend these meetings.
• Moderators give additional mentoring
support to NQTs and teachers new to year 2.

Agreement trialling sessions
• Take place in each of eight geographical
regions
• Attended by year 2 and year 3 teachers
• Material considered is a range of
independent writing from across the
curriculum to represent judgements from
working towards level 1 to level 3.
• A range of mathematics work from individual
children levelled prior to the meeting is used
as exemplars and teachers are asked to
consider these and then assign levels for
collections of work which have not been
levelled in advance.
• Moderators work alongside teachers at these
meetings prompting and supporting them.
Consensus moderation meetings
• Take place in each of eight geographical
regions as either twilight or half-day sessions.
• Supply cover for attendees is provided by
their schools.
• Each of the meetings is attended by the lead
moderator, two members of the moderation
team and the Senior Inspector for Assessment.
• Teachers invited to bring examples of work
from the level boundaries for reading, writing
and mathematics.

Moderation visits
• Take place in 25 per cent of schools in the
LEA plus additional visits to schools of
concern to the LEA.
• Criteria for selection of schools to have
moderation visits are agreed in advance with
headteachers.
• Visits only take place in the afternoons at the
request of headteachers.
• Focus of the visits is on writing.
• Teacher selects three children:
– one working at average standard for the
whole class
– one above average
– one below average.
• Moderators scrutinise the range of writing
provided and discuss the writing with the
children concerned.
• Oral feedback is given at the end of the
moderation visit to the year 2 teacher, the
headteacher and the assessment coordinator.
In 2005 additional training will be given to
year 2 teachers on teacher assessment of
ongoing work early in the autumn term,
highlighting the link to formative marking and
feedback to children.

THE MODERATION PROCESS
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MODERATION MODEL – EXAMPLE 2
(COVENTRY)
Team structure
Five moderators consisting of:
• moderation manager
• two primary strategy consultants (one
mathematics and one literacy specialist)
• one advanced skills teacher (mathematics)
• one year 2 teacher (leading literacy).

Moderator training
The moderators meet termly. All the
moderators attend a day’s training organised by
the regional AAIA group. This ensures that
moderators are trained and participate in crossLEA moderation activities.

The moderation process
Initial visit
Moderator makes an initial visit to each school in
the spring term to ensure that statutory
requirements are understood and to agree the
focus of the moderation visit. The moderator will
ask the teacher about the range of tasks and tests
that will be used to underpin teacher assessment
judgements and offer support and advice
concerning children with specific assessment needs.

For mathematics, this moderation visit will
involve looking at teachers’ ongoing records
and any assessment materials to support
teacher assessment and samples of work and
children’s books. The moderator will listen
to/observe the oral and mental starter to a
mathematics lesson or teacher interaction with
a group of target children.

Second visit
At the second visit early in the summer term
the teacher and moderator will discuss the
evidence towards teacher assessment in
reading and mathematics.
For reading, this will involve looking at teacher’s
records and any assessment material to support
teacher assessment as well as samples of work
and children’s books. The moderator will also
listen to/observe a teacher conducting a
guided group reading session with target
children or an individual child.

Peer moderation of writing
The final stage of the moderation process is
peer moderation of writing. A teacher
representative from each school will attend
this moderation meeting with samples of
writing that have already been assessed and
moderated within school. These samples
should be representative of the range of levels
awarded in the school. The samples should
include the outcomes of the writing tasks and
two samples of moderated independent
writing. Teachers will be encouraged to
include work for any children where there is a
disparity between task outcome and teacher
assessment.
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Useful resources
• Aiming high: raising the achievement of minority ethnic pupils
(DfES, 2003)
• Assessment for learning: beyond the black box
(Assessment Reform Group, 1999)
• Assessment for learning: using assessment to raise achievement in mathematics
(QCA, 2003)
• Excellence and enjoyment: learning and teaching in the primary years - introductory guide:
continuing professional development
(Primary national strategy, 2004)
• Excellence and enjoyment: learning and teaching in the primary years - introductory guide:
supporting school improvement
(Primary national strategy, 2004)
• Marking: making a difference
(QCA, 2003)
• Self-assessment – encouraging and enabling teachers to use assessment to promote and
monitor learning for the benefit of the pupils
(AAIA North East Region, 2003)
• Using assess and review lessons
(National numeracy strategy, 2001)

USEFUL WEBSITES

Useful websites
• QCA – Assessment for learning
www.qca.org.uk/ages3-14/66.html
and
www.qca.org.uk/ages14-19/7658.html
• QCA – National curriculum in action
www.ncaction.org.uk
• Primary national strategy
www.standards.dfes.gov.uk/primary/
• Association for Achievement and Improvement in Assessment – Assessment for learning
www.aaia.org.uk/assessment.htm
• Assessment Reform Group
www.assessment-reform-group.org.uk
• King’s College London Assessment for Learning Group
www.kcl.ac.uk/depsta/education/research/kal.html
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About this publication
Who is it for?
Year 2 teachers and headteachers. It is also a
useful resource for other teachers within the
school.
What is it about?
The introduction of the new assessment
arrangements at key stage 1 in 2005.
What is it for?
Guidance on how to build assessment into
every day classroom activity, together with
some examples of level judgements for
reading, writing and mathematics.
Further information
An associated CD-ROM will be sent to all
schools in January 2005.
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